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Youth and Environment Europe (YEE) and Youth4Nature (Y4N) are
international youth-led organisations within the nature-climate nexus
that strive to bring the voices of youth from across Europe (YEE) and
across the globe (Y4N) to the forefront of environmental discussions
and decision-making.

Building on this synergy and upon COP27 momentum - two weeks
within the international agenda where all eyes focused on the climate
negotiations - the two organisations applied for a joint funding
opportunity with the New Venture Fund. Our main aim was to share
knowledge amongst youth peers globally on what adaptation is and
how youth experience it, with an emphasis on amplifying diverse youth
perspectives and environmental justice.

Background

From left to right, top row to bottom row: Aleksandra Tulusoeva - Russia (YEE),
Sophia Ullrich - Germany (YEE), Ronald Odhiambo - Kenya (Y4N), Raysa França -
Brazil (Y4N), Stephanny Ulivieri - Brazil (Y4N), Ibrahim Inusa - Nigeria (Y4N), Peter
Bulimo - Kenya (Y4N), Anna Marino - Italy (YEE), Javier Valdivia - Mexico (Y4N),
Rayan Kassem - Lebanon (Y4N), Agni Gkoutziamani - Greece (YEE), Eva Kloudova -
Czech Republic (YEE)
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Objectives

This summary report aims at underlining the shared knowledge
amongst youth peers globally on what adaptation is and how youth
experience it, with an emphasis on amplifying diverse youth
perspectives and environmental justice, and explaining how Y4N and
YEE worked together to accomplish it (i.e., hosted a dialogue with both
our youth delegations on the ground at COP27).

It will give the reader a glimpse of how youth worldwide understand one
of the many buzzwords within the climate sphere.

What does the term mean for young people? How do they apply it to
their climate work? Do they identify any clear challenges or issues when
it comes to the current adaptation efforts led by the international
community? These are some of the questions that guided our on-the-
ground discussion of both delegations during the second week of COP27
(November 14-18), and which built upon preparation work done on the
first week of the international conference (November 7 - 11).

YEE and Y4N COP27 delegates during the on the ground
meeting at the Nature Zone Pavilion in Sharm el Sheikh. 
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The in-person session was held in one of the conference rooms of the
Nature Zone Pavilion. Members of both delegations met in full, to talk
within a semi-formal sphere about what adaptation meant for them.

Following introductions which helped get a feeling of the room and of all
of those who were present, the floor was opened for both delegations’
members to contribute with their own personal views. 

The main points of our discussion have been summarised below:

Adaptation was cited as being a way to cope with the negative impact of
climate change and crisis to adapt to the changes. Delegates mentioned
it as being something still somehow abstract, but also a term which
lends a sense of urgency - as there is no more time to waste.

We discussed how adaptation efforts aim to address social inequalities
to make communities stronger so that they can cope with the climate
crisis, thus making them more resilient.

Adaption is also about climate smart technologies, which counter the
negative impacts on agriculture - it is about getting used to our new
situation.

Adaptation is a continuous learning process to understand how to co-
exist with emerging climate dynamics, which also interacts with and
reveals the wider socio-economic inequalities across the globe (for
example, Africa ranks least in the level of adaptation preparedness
compared to other continents). 

on-the-ground discussion

What does adaptation mean for you? 
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As echoed during our on-the-ground discussion, adaptation is everybody’s
business and is tied to behaviour change. It includes the level of preparedness
plans of households and communities, insurance against climate risks, etc.
Adaptation is about justice. It is an intersectional concept which ties together
several layers of complexity around climate change impacts. We expressed
that adaptation is also a complementary part of mitigation efforts.

While a holistic strategy combining adaptation and mitigation needs to be
implemented for achieving impactful and positive climate action, it can
generally be noticed that international agendas have been shifting their
efforts to adaptation. But, what does this mean? Our youth communities
expressed concern that increased global attention on adaptation might mean
that there is less hope in our collective ability to effectively mitigate the
climate crisis and avoid major disasters.

Moreover, for adaptation to work, there is the need to drastically increase
climate finance, and for those who are most impacted by the negative effects
of climate change to co-create and co-design innovative strategies. For
instance, young people - perhaps unaware of the term but well-known to its
realities - are already working on the ground on adaptation, and employing
strategies and techniques which are not policy dependent and have a life of
their own. For example, the Chinanteca indigenous communities of southern
Mexico have lost their crops for self-consumption due to an intense drought
that led to forced migration - but they do not list the exact concept of climate
change among the explanations for these disasters. 

But it ought to be noticed that adaptation is not always possible. In certain
situations, such as those faced by the infamously called “sinking island States
of the Pacific”, sea level rise can only be contained to a certain extent.
Moreover, adaptation needs to include the aim of striving to strike a more
balanced relationship between human societies and nature, where local
communities also support nature, and vice-versa. 

What have you heard about adaptation during COP27?
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Real capacity - both individual and institutional capacity &
knowledge;
Climate financing - availability, reliability and accessibility;
Avoiding tokenism - by awarding young effort, meaningful
engagement & collaboration;
Intergenerational knowledge, dialogue & consensus as a continuum
of change; 
Mentorship - and motivation to advance their climate ambitions.

Also important to live more in harmony with nature, we are stronger
together and by using strategies which make nature central to
adaptation itself. Adaptation is not the same from country to country
and it also needs to be 'glocalized' - localizing, contextualizing and
adapting global trends into the specific local spheres. 

We all agreed that from the economic perspective, there is also a need
to empower transformative systems change which has the capacity to
create meaningful and sustainable change, both in human and in
nature-wise terms. Likewise, the Global North ought to show true
solidarity with other parts of the world, particularly focusing on the
Global South. It is not about leading, it is about reaching goals together.
It is also a matter that no one is safe until everyone is safe.

There is also a need to analyze the framing of the concept of adaptation
and place it within a climate justice lens, where it is not 'just' about
getting help, but instead claiming what is rightful from the Global South
and mourning what already has been lost and cannot be taken back.

With this in mind, for the youth to be able to play a more impactful role
in climate adaptation, the delegates talked about how there is a need
for:

What do you think are the gaps and how should we move forward?
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The YEE and Y4N delegates talked about how they perceived youth
communities across the globe as being hopeful about the elasticity that
the term climate justice has. It can be perceived as an umbrella term
where lots of different justices are integrated -  with each aspect
requiring the others to be fully reached. Like this, climate justice is about
racial justice, gender justice, social justice, etc.

They also feel that climate adaptation mostly focuses on the
environment and does not necessarily take into account social and
economic factors, such as resource inequality. As one delegate shared:
"The scarcity mindset is real at the moment, people are killing each
other, migrating, losing part of their identity and culture due to forced
relocation and other directly negative effects of climate change." 

While there is palpable inequality in the international sphere between
countries, inequalities within countries also exist. Sustainable and
meaningful climate action is not a matter of waiting for the Global North
to take action. It is a matter of taxing them and asking for historical
wrongs and damages to be corrected. It is also a matter of embedding
human rights into environmental discussions, policy, and practice, of
protecting the vulnerable - who have different names in different parts
of the world.

Hence, adaptation cannot happen without climate justice. There is a
need for multilevel and intergenerational solidarity, for acting together
and focusing on avoiding the worst impacts on those who are most
vulnerable. And translating such concepts into practice lends a more
positive outlook, creating space for hope. 

How would you link adaptation to climate justice and what is climate justice

for you? 
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In our discussion, youth expressed a need for young people who work at
the ground level and understands the situation (including the issues and
the relevant policies), and who have strong negotiation skills, to be
brought into global climate negotiations. Formal and accessible
capacity-building opportunities for young negotiators from the Global
South would help youth engagement to be more effective in these
decision-making spaces.

From our perspective, youth also need support to develop and grow our
policy advocacy skills, so that we may help build political will and push
our governments toward climate justice and ambitious climate
adaptation.  We discussed how we, as youth ourselves, feel a need to
strengthen our speaking skills and our positions, to improve the chance
that we will be heard. This work requires a lot of assertiveness, which can
be challenging. 

Multilevel strategies, which aim at adapting and adopting global trends
into each specific national and local context, can be considered as a
promising path and way forward. There is no 'catch-all' solution, as
adaptation and the effects of climate change are as diverse as the
human communities upon which they impact. 

Finally, we discussed how youth are looking for systems they can trust
and that can guarantee that their priorities will be listened to at any level
to foster meaningful engagement. This requires a commitment from
those who already hold power, to share that power - including young
people who already have a seat at the table.

HOW CAN we ACHIEVE MORE MEANINGFUL INVOLveMENT AS YOUTH IN CLIMATE

NEGOTiations? 
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conclusionS

As United Nations Secretary General, António Guterrez, said last year, “we
are sleepwalking into a climate catastrophe”. Historical and systematic
overexploitation of natural resources, use of fossil fuels, changes in land
use, deforestation, and other harmful human practices have led the
world to, as UNEP put it, a triple planetary crisis - climate change, 
 pollution, and biodiversity loss -  that we find ourselves in nowadays.

While there is no way back, there are several different ways forward. As
our respective communities (Y4N and YEE) came together to discuss,
climate action rhetoric and policy needs to be translated into practice
and implemented internationally, regionally and locally through
intergenerational lenses of climatic justice. Adaptation will be necessary
to achieve this new reality, and it must go hand in hand with mitigation -
which is still possible and cannot be given up on. It is important to have,
at all levels, the voices and active participation of youth, both who are
already working on climate adaptation and those who are not, but who
are not always heard or included in decision-making.  There is a need to
mobilise, empower and inspire youth to meet their full potential as
active agents in the fight against climate change. And there is a need to
analyze the climate crisis, and solutions, through a ‘nature-lens’, as it can
both mitigate and adapt to the worst looming effects of climate change.
It also lends a holistic and systemic approach to tackling climate change,
as it takes into account all involved actors - human and nature. 

Communities are already adapting to the impacts of climate change -
even if some don’t know what the term means. From warmer winters, to
heavier monsoon rains, to crop failure, people across the globe
(including youth!) are already grappling with these new realities. It is now
in the hands of those who have the power to decide and implement to
ensure these new realities are fair and respect people’s dignities and
human rights. And all of us together, different stakeholders across
diverse contexts, ought to make sure that these decisions are being
made, and that everyone, including the most vulnerable, are being taken
into account.
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